
KINDERGARTEN NEWS FOR OCTOBER

Parents,

We are off to a great start!  October promises to be another busy month! Read

on to get a glimpse! 

Writing Workshop: They are already making noticeable progress!  So exciting

to see!  I will be sending home the September Writing Journals soon, so that

you can see it to!  Be sure and offer lots of encouragement about what they have

“written”.  It is so important for you to notice their accomplishments!

Math: We will concentrate on measuring and weighing (including pumpkins) as

well as  more about shapes (including 3-D) and problem solving.

Science: In September we learned what scientists do, and they were very

excited to hear that they are“scientists” too. This month,   our experiment will

involve candy corns!  

Reading: We are off to an awesome start with our “I Can Read” activities.  Our

“Rainbow Heart Words” are starting to show up on our reading rainbow! The goal

is to integrate these words into our daily activities as much as possible (poems,

songs, stories, writing) to give meaning to what they are learning.  

Spelling: We will start spelling mid month. It can be a challenge for them, so I

really want to stress that their best is always good enough.  They are capable

though, so it can also be a great way to build their confidence.  We just need to

be really careful not to crush it instead!  Spelling  provides exposure to word

concepts and also “test taking” experience . My ultimate goal is for it to be a

positive one! If you will take just a few minutes every evening to do an activity

in a fun, relaxed way, it really will make all the difference!  If they do spell a

word wrong, I simply say “oops, not quite...we will need to work on that one some

more!”(

  

  

Please turn this page over for Unit’s of Study and Upcoming Events!  º



     

         

  October Units of Study

Social Studies — Autumn, Harvest, Feelings 

Science — Life Cycle of a Pumpkin, Bat Study, Candy Corn Experiment  

Writing Workshop — “It’s All About Me”, Writing Personal Narratives

Math — Measurement, Comparing Objects, Numbers to 10,  3-D Shapes,  Problem Solving

Literacy — Rhyme, Syllables, Heart Words, CVC words, Spelling, Parts of a Story

Author Studies — Mercer Meyer  

Art —Lines, Drawing

Bible/Fruit of the Sprit — JOY; What’s the difference between happiness and joy?

Can you have joy even when you are not happy?   Joy is from Jesus, so we can always have

it. Even if we are unhappy about something, we can have the joy of Jesus in our hearts!  

 

           Upcoming Events:

Wednesday, Oct. 14 — Hearing & Vision Testing by Connie Wymore (return form/fee if

interested)

Wednesday, Oct. 29 — Pumpkin Day! Field trips are not a possibility at this time, so we will

have a “pumpkin hunt” here at school and play a few “carnival games” as well.  If you would

like to donate funds to help us cover the cost of pumpkins, prizes and treats, please place

your check or cash in the red folder! (we are estimating that it will cost $6.00 per child). 

Thank you!

 

       

                                                 

 


